
 

CHAPTER 4 WORKSHEETS 
Transcending Imbalance 

Assessing Algorithmic Patterns of Disease 
 

 

 

QUESTIONS FROM THE MATERIALS 
 

1. When was the last 
time you recall 
taking an initiation 
in your ascension 
to date? 

How did the initiation 
feel or what was your 
experience of an 
expansion of field? 
 
Generally as the field 
expands, you will feel 
energized and sometimes 
even blissful or peaceful 
for up to a few hours or 
more. 
 

 
________________________________________________
 
________________________________________________
 
________________________________________________
 
________________________________________________
 
I intend to take initiations every 500 to 800 
segments embodied in the etheric. 
 
I intend that each genetic modification made in the 
etheric steps down to physicality in full. 
 
I intend a complete ascension with cycles of expansion of 
field, genetic modifications to the crystalline form in the 
etheric, and then genetic modifications to the crystalline 
genetic structure in the physical. 
 

NOTES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
2. Is there a gap of 

more than 100 
segments between 
the vibration of the 
physical and 
etheric vessel in 
certain parts of the 
body? 

 
___Yes  ___No 

 
I intend that all parts of 
the physical and 
nonphysical ascension 
occur in syncopation with 
one another. 
 
I intend that no gap is 
created of more than 100 
segments of DNA 
between the etheric and 
physical vessel and in 
each part of the biology. 
 
I intend that any gaps 
uncovered are corrected 
by bringing the entire 
genetic crystalline 
blueprint from the etheric 
down to the physical in all 
regions of the body. 
 
 

___Nervous System 
___Brain  ___Brainstem  ___Spinal Column 
___Spinal Cord  ___Nerves  ___Pineal Gland 
___Pituitary Gland 
 
___Breath of Life 
___Lungs  ___Diaphragm  ___Rib Cage 
 
___Digestion and Waste Management 
___Esophagus  ___Stomach  ___Small Intestine 
___Large Intestine  ___Gall Bladder  ___Kidneys 
___Bladder 
 
___Circulatory System 
___Heart  ___Lymph Nodes  ___Veins  ___Lymph 
___Spleen  ___Bone Marrow 
 
___Reproduction or Regeneration 
___Uterus  ___Ovaries  ___Testes 
___Regeneration Glands 
 
___Metabolism 
___Thyroid  ___Thymus  ___Pancreas  ___Liver 
 
___Sensory Organs 
___Skin  ___Eyes  ___Ears  ___Nose  ___Mouth 
 
___Body Structure 
___Muscles  ___Bones 
___Head  ___Neck 
___Right Shoulder  ___Left Shoulder 
___Right Arm  ___Right Elbow  ___Right Hand 
___Right Leg  ___Right Knee  ___Right Foot 
___Left Arm  ___Left Elbow  ___Left Hand 
___Left Leg  ___Left Knee  ___Left Foot 
___Chest  ___Solar Plexus  ___Hips 
 

What Language of 
Light tones, minerals 
or herbs would be 
useful to assist in 
healing the gaps 
between my physical 
and nonphysical 
ascension to date? 
 

 
_____________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
 



 

 

3. Are there parts of the field 
that tend to wobble 
recurrently as they are 
under developed? 

 
I intend to develop each chakra, 
subtle body and energy system to 
the proper blueprint and size given 
my level of evolution to date. 
 
I intend to create a balanced field 
where each chakra, subtle body 
and energy system is sustained at 
the right size and parallel pace of 
rotation syncopated unto the 
heartbeat of Earth. 
 

___Chakra System 
___Small Chakras inside the etheric body 
___Regeneration Chakras 
___Grounding Chakras 
___Root Chakra 
___Pelvic Chakra 
___Pelvic Lotus 
___Power Chakra 
___Diaphragm Chakra 
___Heart Chakra 
___Heart Lotus 
___Communication Chakra 
___Dream Weaving Chakra 
___Pituitary Chakra 
___Pineal Chakra 
___Crown Chakra 
___Source Connection Chakras 
 
___Subtle Bodies 
___Mental Body 
___Emotional Body 
___Intuitive Body 
___Creative Body 
 
___Energetic Systems 
___Breath of Life System 
___Sexual Energy Flow 
___Digestive System 
___Dreamtime Self 
 
 
What Language of Light tones, minerals or 
herbs would be useful to assist in correcting 
wobbles in my field?  
 
_______________________________________
 
_______________________________________
 
_______________________________________
 
_______________________________________
 
_______________________________________
 



 

 
4. What parts of the 

energy field do I 
tend to lose the 
easiest leading to 
extreme wobbles 
and “bad ascension 
days”? 

 
I intend to retain the 
space between to 25% or 
less to prevent the loss of 
large moving energy 
systems in a karmic 
encounter. 
 
I intend to release all 
karma within my ancestry 
that has caused one to 
give another large moving 
energy systems or 
chakras to sustain or 
extend the life of 
another. 
 
I intend to develop a solid 
moving energy field that 
is stable and supports my 
continued ascent. 
 

___Chakra System 
___Small Chakras inside the etheric body 
___Regeneration chakras 
___Grounding Chakras 
___Root chakra 
___Pelvic Chakra 
___Pelvic Lotus 
___Power Chakra 
___Diaphragm chakra 
___Heart Chakra 
___Heart Lotus 
___Communication chakra 
___Dream weaving chakra 
___Pituitary chakra 
___Pineal chakra 
___Crown Chakra 
___Source connection chakras 
 
___Subtle Bodies 
___Mental Body 
___Emotional Body 
___Intuitive Body 
___Creative Body 
 
___Energetic Systems 
___Breath of Life System 
___Sexual Energy Flow 
___Digestive System 
 
 

What Language of 
Light tones, minerals 
or herbs would be 
useful to assist me in 
balancing my field 
enough not to create 
extreme wobbles 
through loss of moving 
energy systems? 

 

 
_____________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
 



 

 
5. Do I tend to split in 

time? 
 

___Yes  ___No 
 

I intend to learn to sit in present time. 
 
I intend  to learn  to retain  my chakras  in the center  of 
my  field  and  aligned  above  one  another  from  the 
grounding beneath to the source connection above. 
 
I intend to develop my breath of life energy system to 
assist in retaining me in present time each day and all day 
long. 
 

What Language of 
Light tones, minerals 
or herbs would be 
useful to assist me in 
ceasing to splinter in 
time? 
 

 
_____________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
 

NOTES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
6. Have I developed 

my Breath of Life 
energy system? 

 
I intend to develop my 
breath of life energy 
system. 
 
I intend to research my 
ancestry and pull forward 
information on the 
breath of life system from 
my crystalline 
inheritance. 
 
I intend to remember to 
take a deep breath every 
five minutes to support 
retaining my field in 
present time and spinning 
as it should to sustain my 
vibration. 
 
I intend to remain in the 
NOW with past karma in 
the past and future 
karma in the future. 
 
I intend to erase all past 
karma that I have 
transcended in my ascent 
to date. 
 
I intend to erase all past 
energy patterns and 
algorithms that I have 
transcended in my ascent 
to date. 
 
 

What Language of Light tones, minerals or herbs 
would be useful tin developing my breath of life 
energy system?  
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
 

 



 

 
7. Have I developed 

a land based 
Kundalini that 
assists in 
stabilizing my 
field in the event 
of a severe 
wobble? 

 
 
 

I intend to develop my land based kundalini energy system. 
 
I intend to research my Polynesian ancestry and pull forward 
information on the land based kundalini system from my 
crystalline inheritance. 
 

What Language of 
Light tones, 
minerals or herbs 
would be useful to 
assist me developing 
a land based 
kundalini system? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
_____________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
 



 

 
8. What parts of the 

etheric body do I 
host a large 
enough amount of 
scar tissue to 
create an 
energetic wobble 
in my field? 

 
I intend to release each 
large pocket of scar 
tissue within my etheric 
vessel. 
 
I intend to release the 
emotional scarring 
associated. 
 
I intend to research the 
ancestors related to the 
emotional scars from this 
lifetime and release the 
karma associated. 
 
I intend to transmute the 
scar tissue to the physical 
bringing in new healthy 
crystalline cellular 
structure in its place. 
 
I intend to understand 
and forgive all the 
spiritual lessons 
surrounding the karma 
stored within the scar 
tissue of my biology. 
 

___Nervous System 
___Brain  ___Brainstem  ___Spinal Column 
___Spinal Cord  ___Nerves  ___Pineal Gland 
___Pituitary Gland 
 
___Breath of Life 
___Lungs  ___Diaphragm  ___Rib Cage 
 
___Digestion and Waste Management 
___Esophagus  ___Stomach  ___Small Intestine 
___Large Intestine  ___Gall Bladder  ___Kidneys 
___Bladder 
 
___Circulatory System 
___Heart  ___Lymph Nodes  ___Veins  ___Lymph 
___Spleen  ___Bone Marrow 
 
___Reproduction or Regeneration 
___Uterus  ___Ovaries  ___Testes 
___Regeneration Glands 
 
___Metabolism 
___Thyroid  ___Thymus  ___Pancreas  ___Liver 
 
___Sensory Organs 
___Skin  ___Eyes  ___Ears  ___Nose  ___Mouth 
 
___Body Structure 
___Muscles  ___Bones 
___Head  ___Neck 
___Right Shoulder  ___Left Shoulder 
___Right Arm  ___Right Elbow  ___Right Hand 
___Right Leg  ___Right Knee  ___Right Foot 
___Left Arm  ___Left Elbow  ___Left Hand 
___Left Leg  ___Left Knee  ___Left Foot 
___Chest  ___Solar Plexus  ___Hips 
 

What Language of 
Light tones, minerals 
or herbs would be 
useful to assist me in 
transmuting biological 
scar tissue? 

 
_____________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
 



 

 

ASSESSING DISEASE ALGORITHMS 
1. What parts of the body are 

severely over-stimulated 
creating a hot spot in which 
the molecular structure 
combusts?  Generally you will 
find one to four extreme hot 
spots associated with your 
current genealogy. 

 
I intend to release the karma for 
how the nervous system causes hot 
spots. 
 
I intend to research my ancestry for 
genetic information that hosts 
balance in the nerves that over fire 
over the course of any given day. 
 
I intend to erase and replace the 
DNA in the nervous system 
associated with each hot spot in my 
body. 
 
I intend to integrate in its place 
DNA that allows for balanced 
energy flow through the nerves to 
each part of my biology. 
 
I intend to erase each associated 
algorithms and thoughtforms 
associated with each hot spot. 
 
I intend to dissipate any disease 
machinery or programming 
associated with my biological hot 
spots.  (See Chapter 3 for more 
information on deprogramming.) 
 
I intend to integrate the Language 
of Light thoughtform in lieu of the 
thoughtform associated with each 
hot spot. 
 
 
 

___BRAIN 
___Left Lobe  ___Right Lobe 
___Corpus Callosum  ___Pain Pleasure Center 
 
___BRAIN STEM AND NERVOUS SYSTEM 
___Brainstem  ___Nervous System 
 
___ENDOCRINE SYSTEM 
___Pituitary Gland  ___Pineal Gland 
 
___IMMUNE SYSTEM 
___Lymph Nodes  ___Spleen 
 
___CIRCULATORY SYSTEM 
___Heart  ___Veins and Arteries  ___Bone Marrow 
 
___METABOLISM 
___Thyroid  ___Adrenal Glands  ___Pancreas 
 
___DIGESTIVE SYSTEM 
___Esophagus ___Stomach  ___Gall Bladder 
 
___WASTE MANAGEMENT 
___Intestines  ___Kidneys  ___Bladder  ___Liver 
 
___REGENERATION SYSTEM 
___Thymus  ___Regeneration Glands 
 
___REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM 
___Uterus  ___Ovaries  ___Breasts  ___Prostate 
 
___RESPIRATORY SYSTEM 
___Lungs  ___Diaphragm 
 
___SKELETAL STRUCTURE 
___Cranium  ___Joints  ___Spinal Column  ___Teeth and Jaw 
 
___SENSORY PERCEPTION 
___Eyes  ___Ears  ___Nose  ___Skin 
 
___SCALP AND HAIR 
___Scalp 
 



 

 
2. What thoughtform is 

associated with each “hot 
spot” and what Language of 
Light thoughtform aids in 
the transmutation process? 

 
I intend to transmute all thought-
form, programming and patterning 
that are related to the fear based 
thoughts associated with each hot 
spot in my biology. 
 
I intend to integrate the necessary 
Language of Light in the 
transmutation of each hot spot 
within my body. 
 

 
1. Thoughtform___________________________________ 
 
Language of Light___________________________________ 
 
2. Thoughtform___________________________________ 
 
Language of Light___________________________________ 
 
3. Thoughtform___________________________________ 
 
Language of Light___________________________________ 
 
4. Thoughtform___________________________________ 
 
Language of Light___________________________________ 

 
 
 

3. What herbs or minerals are 
useful in the integration of 
new genetic material to 
balance out the hot spots in 
my biology? 

 
 

 
___________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________ 
 
 

NOTES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
4. Are any of the above “Hot 

Spots” really not of my own 
sincere inheritance or 
ancestral karma to 
experience? 

 
___Yes  ___No 

 
Which Ones?  ______________ 

 
Sometimes humans trade disease 
algorithms.  Sometimes some 
humans may take on the disease 
algorithms for 2 to 30 or more 
others.  Those that do so tend to 
become very ill over time as the 
karma is not really one’s own to 
release. 
 

 
I intend to cancel all algorithms and return to their source of 
origin all disease machinery that creates hot spots and that 
are not of my sincere inheritance. 
 
I intend to return all karma and associated thoughtform for 
any disease algorithm that is not a sincerely part of my 
inheritance. 
 
I intend to release my ancestral karma for taking on the 
disease algorithms of others. 
 
I intend to forgive my ancestors for taking on the disease 
algorithms of others 
 

5. Have I given my karma and 
algorithms for yet other hot 
spots to others? 

 
___Yes  ___No 

 
Which Ones?  ______________ 
 

At this time of ascension, it is 
important to transmute all 
thoughtform patterns related to 
imbalance within the body.  
Because you can transmute your 
own patterning, there is no need to 
give your karma or thoughtform 
away to another to experience. 
 

 
I intend to retrieve all my algorithms and disease machinery 
that create hot spots and intend to transmute them in full. 
 
I intend to retrieve all karma and associated thoughtform for 
any disease algorithm that is a sincere part of my inheritance 
and transmute it in full. 
 
I intend to release my ancestral karma for giving disease 
algorithms to others. 
 
I intend to forgive my ancestors for giving disease algorithms 
to others 
 

6. How many algorithms do I 
run in my field that causes 
excessive energy to be sent 
into the crown or third eye 
chakra regions, leading to 
over stimulation and hot 
spots in the body? 

 
# Algorithms_______________ 
 

I intend to erase all algorithms in my field that create excessive 
energy in the crown and third eye region. 
 
I intend to research my ancestry for algorithms that cause 
balanced energy flow to the crown and third eye. 
 
I intend to integrate the new algorithms that lead to a more 
overall balance in energy flow. 
 

 



 

 
7. What parts of the body are 

severely under-stimulated 
creating a cold spot in which 
the body may decay?  
Generally you will find one to 
four extreme cold spots 
associated with your current 
genealogy. 

 
I intend to release the karma for 
how the nervous system causes cold 
spots. 
 
I intend to research my ancestry for 
genetic information that hosts 
balance in the nerves that under 
fire over the course of any given 
day. 
 
I intend to erase and replace the 
DNA in the nervous system 
associated with each cold spot in 
my body. 
 
I intend to integrate in its place 
DNA that allows for balanced 
energy flow through the nerves to 
each part of my biology. 
 
I intend to erase each associated 
algorithm and thoughtform 
associated with each cold spot. 
 
I intend to dissipate any disease 
machinery or programming 
associated with my biological cold 
spots.  (See Chapter 3 for more 
information on deprogramming.) 
 
I intend to integrate the Language 
of Light thoughtform in lieu of the 
thoughtform associated with each 
cold spot. 
 
 
 

___BRAIN 
___Left Lobe  ___Right Lobe 
___Corpus Callosum  ___Pain Pleasure Center 
 
___BRAIN STEM AND NERVOUS SYSTEM 
___Brainstem  ___Nervous System 
 
___ENDOCRINE SYSTEM 
___Pituitary Gland  ___Pineal Gland 
 
___IMMUNE SYSTEM 
___Lymph Nodes  ___Spleen 
 
___CIRCULATORY SYSTEM 
___Heart  ___Veins and Arteries  ___Bone Marrow 
 
___METABOLISM 
___Thyroid  ___Adrenal Glands  ___Pancreas 
 
___DIGESTIVE SYSTEM 
___Esophagus ___Stomach  ___Gall Bladder 
 
___WASTE MANAGEMENT 
___Intestines  ___Kidneys  ___Bladder  ___Liver 
 
___REGENERATION SYSTEM 
___Thymus  ___Regeneration Glands 
 
___REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM 
___Uterus  ___Ovaries  ___Breasts  ___Prostate 
 
___RESPIRATORY SYSTEM 
___Lungs  ___Diaphragm 
 
___SKELETAL STRUCTURE 
___Cranium  ___Joints  ___Spinal Column  ___Teeth and Jaw 
 
___SENSORY PERCEPTION  
___Eyes  ___Ears  ___Nose  ___Skin 
 
___SCALP AND HAIR 
___Scalp 
 



 

 
8. What thoughtform is 

associated with each “cold 
spot” and what Language of 
Light thoughtform aids in 
the transmutation process? 

 
I intend to transmute all thought-
form, programming and patterning 
that are related to the fear based 
thoughts associated with each cold 
spot in my biology. 
 
I intend to integrate the necessary 
Language of Light in the 
transmutation of each cold spot 
within my body. 
 

 
1. Thoughtform___________________________________ 
 
Language of Light___________________________________ 
 
2. Thoughtform___________________________________ 
 
Language of Light___________________________________ 
 
3. Thoughtform___________________________________ 
 
Language of Light___________________________________ 
 
4. Thoughtform___________________________________ 
 
Language of Light___________________________________ 
 
 

 
9. What herbs or minerals are 

useful in the integration of 
new genetic material to 
balance out the cold spots 
in my biology? 

 
 

 
___________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________ 
 
 

NOTES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
10. Are any of the above “Cold 

Spots” really not of my own 
sincere inheritance or 
ancestral karma to 
experience? 

 
___Yes  ___No 

 
Which Ones?  ______________ 

 
Sometimes humans trade disease 
algorithms.  Sometimes some 
humans may take on the disease 
algorithms for 2 to 30 or more 
others.  Those that do so tend to 
become very ill over time as the 
karma is not really one’s own to 
release. 
 

 
I intend to cancel all algorithms and return to their source of 
origin all disease machinery that creates cold spots and that 
are not of my sincere inheritance. 
 
I intend to return all karma and associated thoughtform for 
any disease algorithm that is not a sincerely part of my 
inheritance. 
 
I intend to release my ancestral karma for taking on the 
disease algorithms of others. 
 
I intend to forgive my ancestors for taking on the disease 
algorithms of others 
 

11. Have I given my karma and 
algorithms for yet other 
cold spots to others? 

 
___Yes  ___No 

 
Which Ones?  ______________ 
 

At this time of ascension, it is 
important to transmute all 
thoughtform patterns related to 
imbalance within the body.  
Because you can transmute your 
own patterning, there is no need to 
give your karma or thoughtform 
away to another to experience. 
 

 
I intend to retrieve all my algorithms and disease machinery 
that create cold spots and intend to transmute them in full. 
 
I intend to retrieve all karma and associated thoughtform for 
any disease algorithm that is a sincere part of my inheritance 
and transmute it in full. 
 
I intend to release my ancestral karma for giving disease 
algorithms to others. 
 
I intend to forgive my ancestors for giving disease algorithms 
to others 
 

12. How many algorithms do I 
run in my field that causes 
not enough energy to be 
sent into the crown or third 
eye chakra regions, leading 
to under stimulation and 
cold spots in the body? 

 
 
# Algorithms_______________ 
 

 
I intend to erase all algorithms in my field that create not 
enough energy movement in the crown and third eye region. 
 
I intend to research my ancestry for algorithms that cause 
balanced energy flow to the crown and third eye. 
 
I intend to integrate the new algorithms that lead to a more 
overall balance in energy flow. 
 



 

 
13.  What parts of the body tend 

to run medium hot hosting 
too much fire element, but 
not extreme enough to 
cause combustion of the 
molecular structure?   

 
I intend to release the karma for 
how the nervous system causes 
medium sized hot spots. 
 
I intend to research my ancestry for 
genetic information that hosts 
balance in the nerves that over fire 
over the course of any given day. 
 
I intend to erase and replace the 
DNA in the nervous system 
associated with each medium hot 
spot in my body. 
 
I intend to integrate in its place 
DNA that allows for balanced 
energy flow through the nerves to 
each part of my biology. 
 
I intend to erase each associated 
algorithm and thoughtform 
associated with each medium hot 
spot. 
 
I intend to integrate the Language 
of Light thoughtform in lieu of the 
thoughtform associated with each 
medium hot spot. 
 
 
 

___BRAIN 
___Left Lobe  ___ Right Lobe 
___Corpus Callosum  ___Pain Pleasure Center 
 
___BRAIN STEM AND NERVOUS SYSTEM 
___Brainstem  ___Nervous System 
 
___ENDOCRINE SYSTEM 
___Pituitary Gland  ___Pineal Gland 
 
___IMMUNE SYSTEM 
___Lymph Nodes  ___Spleen 
 
___CIRCULATORY SYSTEM 
___Heart  ___Veins and Arteries  ___Bone Marrow 
 
___METABOLISM 
___Thyroid  ___Adrenal Glands  ___Pancreas 
 
___DIGESTIVE SYSTEM 
___Esophagus ___Stomach  ___Gall Bladder 
 
___WASTE MANAGEMENT 
___Intestines  ___Kidneys  ___Bladder  ___Liver 
 
___REGENERATION SYSTEM 
___Thymus  ___Regeneration Glands 
 
___REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM 
___Uterus  ___Ovaries  ___Breasts  ___Prostate 
 
___RESPIRATORY SYSTEM 
___Lungs  ___Diaphragm 
 
___SKELETAL STRUCTURE 
___Cranium  ___Joints  ___Spinal Column  ___Teeth and Jaw 
 
___SENSORY PERCEPTION  
___Eyes  ___Ears  ___Nose  ___Skin 
 
___SCALP AND HAIR 
___Scalp 
 



 

 
14. What thoughtform is 

associated with each 
“medium hot spot” and what 
language of light thought-
form aids in the 
transmutation process? 

 
I intend to transmute all thought-
form, programming and patterning 
that are related to the fear based 
thoughts associated with each 
medium hot spot in my biology. 
 
I intend to integrate the necessary 
Language of Light in the 
transmutation of each medium hot 
spot within my body. 
 

 
1. Thoughtform___________________________________ 
 
Language of Light___________________________________ 
 
2. Thoughtform___________________________________ 
 
Language of Light___________________________________ 
 
3. Thoughtform___________________________________ 
 
Language of Light___________________________________ 
 
4. Thoughtform___________________________________ 
 
Language of Light___________________________________ 
 
 

 
15. What herbs or minerals are 

useful in the integration of 
new genetic material to 
balance out the medium hot 
spots in my biology? 

 
 

 
___________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________ 
 
 

NOTES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
16. Are any of the above 

“Medium Hot Spots” really 
not of my own sincere 
inheritance or ancestral 
karma to experience? 

 
___Yes  ___No 

 
Which Ones?  ______________ 

 
 

 
I intend to cancel all algorithms that are not my own that 
creates medium hot spots and return them to their source of 
origin. 
 
I intend to return all karma and associated thoughtform for 
any algorithm associated with a medium hot spot that is not 
a sincerely part of my inheritance. 
 
I intend to release my ancestral karma for taking on the 
algorithms of others. 
 
I intend to forgive my ancestors for taking on the algorithms 
of others 
 

17. Have I given my karma and 
algorithms for yet other 
medium hot spots to 
others? 

 
___Yes  ___No 

 
Which Ones?  ______________ 
 

 

 
I intend to retrieve all my algorithms that create medium hot 
spots and intend to transmute them in full. 
 
I intend to retrieve all karma and associated thoughtform for 
any medium hot spot that is a sincere part of my inheritance 
and transmute it in full. 
 
I intend to release my ancestral karma for giving algorithms to 
others. 
 
I intend to forgive my ancestors for giving algorithms to others
 

18. How many algorithms do I 
run in my field that causes 
somewhat excessive energy 
to be sent into the crown or 
third eye chakra regions, 
leading to too much 
stimulation and medium hot 
spots in the body? 

 
# Algorithms_______________ 
 

 
I intend to erase all algorithms in my field that create mildly 
excessive energy in the crown and third eye region. 
 
I intend to research my ancestry for algorithms that cause 
balanced energy flow to the crown and third eye. 
 
I intend to integrate the new algorithms that lead to a more 
overall balance in energy flow. 
 



 

 
19. What parts of the body tend 

to run medium cold hosting 
too much water element, but 
not extreme enough to 
cause decay or disease in 
the body? 

 
I intend to release the karma for 
how the nervous system causes 
medium sized cold spots. 
 
I intend to research my ancestry for 
genetic information that hosts 
balance in the nerves that under 
fire over the course of any given 
day. 
 
I intend to erase and replace the 
DNA in the nervous system 
associated with each medium cold 
spot in my body. 
 
I intend to integrate in its place 
DNA that allows for balanced 
energy flow through the nerves to 
each part of my biology. 
 
I intend to erase each associated 
algorithm and thoughtform 
associated with each medium 
cold spot. 
 
I intend to integrate the Language 
of Light thoughtform in lieu of the 
thoughtform associated with each 
medium cold spot. 
 
 
 

___BRAIN 
___Left Lobe  ___Right Lobe 
___Corpus Callosum  ___Pain Pleasure Center 
 
___BRAIN STEM AND NERVOUS SYSTEM 
___Brainstem  ___Nervous System 
 
___ENDOCRINE SYSTEM 
___Pituitary Gland  ___Pineal Gland 
 
___IMMUNE SYSTEM 
___Lymph Nodes  ___Spleen 
 
___CIRCULATORY SYSTEM 
___Heart  ___Veins and Arteries  ___Bone Marrow 
 
___METABOLISM 
___Thyroid  ___Adrenal Glands  ___Pancreas 
 
___DIGESTIVE SYSTEM 
___Esophagus ___Stomach  ___Gall Bladder 
 
___WASTE MANAGEMENT 
___Intestines  ___Kidneys  ___Bladder  ___Liver 
 
___REGENERATION SYSTEM 
___Thymus  ___Regeneration Glands 
 
___REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM 
___Uterus  ___Ovaries  ___Breasts  ___Prostate 
 
___RESPIRATORY SYSTEM 
___Lungs  ___Diaphragm 
 
___SKELETAL STRUCTURE 
___Cranium  ___Joints  ___Spinal Column  ___Teeth and Jaw 
 
___SENSORY PERCEPTION  
___Eyes  ___Ears  ___Nose  ___Skin 
 
___SCALP AND HAIR 
___Scalp 
 



 

 
20. What thoughtform is 

associated with each 
“medium cold spot” and 
what Language of Light 
thoughtform aids in the 
transmutation process? 

 
I intend to transmute all thought-
form, programming and patterning 
that are related to the fear based 
thoughts associated with each 
medium cold spot in my biology. 
 
I intend to integrate the necessary 
Language of Light in the 
transmutation of each medium 
cold spot within my body. 
 

 
1. Thoughtform___________________________________ 
 
Language of Light___________________________________ 
 
2. Thoughtform___________________________________ 
 
Language of Light___________________________________ 
 
3. Thoughtform___________________________________ 
 
Language of Light___________________________________ 
 
4. Thoughtform___________________________________ 
 
Language of Light___________________________________ 
 
 

 
21. What herbs or minerals are 

useful in the integration of 
new genetic material to 
balance out the medium 
cold spots in my biology? 

 
 

 
___________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________ 
 
 

NOTES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
22. Are any of the above 

“Medium Cold Spots” really 
not of my own sincere 
inheritance or ancestral 
karma to experience? 

 
___Yes  ___No 

 
Which Ones?  ______________ 

 
 

 
I intend to cancel all algorithms that are not my own that 
creates medium cold spots in my biology and return them to 
their source of origin. 
 
I intend to return all karma and associated thoughtform for 
any algorithm associated with a medium cold spot that is not 
a sincerely part of my inheritance. 
 
I intend to release my ancestral karma for taking on the 
algorithms of others. 
 
I intend to forgive my ancestors for taking on the algorithms 
of others 
 

23. Have I given my karma and 
algorithms for yet other 
medium cold spots to 
others? 

 
___Yes  ___No 

 
Which Ones?  ______________ 
 

 

 
I intend to retrieve all my algorithms that create medium cold 
spots and intend to transmute them in full. 
 
I intend to retrieve all karma and associated thoughtform for 
any medium cold spot that is a sincere part of my inheritance 
and transmute it in full. 
 
I intend to release my ancestral karma for giving algorithms to 
others. 
 
I intend to forgive my ancestors for giving algorithms to others
 

24. How many algorithms do I 
run in my field that causes 
little energy to be sent to 
the crown or third eye 
chakra regions, leading to 
under stimulation and 
medium cold spots in the 
body? 

 
# Algorithms_______________ 
 

 
I intend to erase all algorithms in my field that create little 
energy in the crown and third eye. 
 
I intend to research my ancestry for algorithms that cause 
balanced energy flow to the crown and third eye. 
 
I intend to integrate the new algorithms that lead to a more 
overall balance in energy flow. 
 


